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Doubleweave Adventures

Doubleweave means a lot of things to a lot of weavers.  Everyone who explores 
Doubleweave seems to have a niche.  Let’s explore some of those niches and inspire 
you to try your own Doubleweave.



The Versatility of Doubleweave

Double width, tubes, and pockets
Doubleweave Pickup
Block Doubleweave and color
Deflected Doubleweave
Patterned Doubleweave
Stitched Double Cloth

Doubleweave is a clever structure that allows two separate warps to interact in 
unusual and fascinating ways. It can be simple and straightforward or subtle and 
complicated There are many different variations on the Doubleweave theme and here 
are a few popular ones. Let’s take a look at them and see what inspires you.



Double width, tubes, and pockets
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For some weavers, double width cloth, tubes, and pockets are what first come to mind 
when they think of Doubleweave.  At its root, Doubleweave is a technique using these 
building blocks.

These fun manipulations of warp layers can be incorporated into lots of different 
projects: a scarf with pockets, pot holders, double wide towels and blankets.  You can 
weave little pockets and put stuff in them like sequins. Weave double width on a rigid 
heddle using two heddles. 

If you have never worked with Doubleweave before, this might be a good place to 
start.



Block Doubleweave and Color
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This is another good place to start. There are both easy and more challenging forms 
of color play.  This is a great opportunity to explore color mixing effects.

Two block Doubleweave coasters, front and back, plus Jennifer Moore’s “Game Board 
for a Diverse World I” are just a couple of colorful examples.  You can explore some 
amazing color interactions with Doubleweave.  https://doubleweaver.com/ 

https://doubleweaver.com/


Doubleweave Pickup
Weave a reversible pattern …

Threads from the bottom layer show up on top

and threads from the top show on the bottom
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Laverne Waddington

Doubleweave pick-up is a way to weave a reversible pattern by manually picking up 
the threads from the bottom layer and bringing them to the top. In those same areas, 
the threads from the top layer show up on the bottom.

Laverne Waddington does her work on a backstrap loom (she does warp-faced 
Doubleweave on backstrap and inkle looms).  
https://www.flickr.com/photos/39560980@N05/ 

An aside … Finnweave, or meråkervev, is a double-weave technique which forms 
surface patterns. Requiring only a four-harness loom, complex patterns can be 
achieved using a combination of loom-controlled threading and pick-up techniques. 
Finnweave differs from other double-weave techniques in that the resulting fabric is 
not reversible. However, Finnweave produces smooth diagonal lines and is preferable 
for designs that include diagonals or curves.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/39560980@N05/


Deflected Doubleweave
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With Deflected Doubleweave the interlacing of the layers is done in bundles of 
threads rather than single threads.  Because you have bundles passing through 
smaller holes, the threads pull, or deflect.  Once the fabric is wet finished, those 
deflections become rounded and create intriguing patterns.  You can end up with 
some wild, colorful stuff.

Natalie Drummond, or “Natalie Woven”. Her pieces not only about deflection but also 
about eye-popping color.  https://www.nataliewoven.com/ 
 
Denise Kovnat, in the Rochester Guild, loves to see how far she can push the 
deflections.  She also plays with mixed fibers and differential shrinkage.  
https://www.denisekovnat.com/2021/03/how-many-samples-does-it-take-to-get-it.html 

https://www.nataliewoven.com/
https://www.denisekovnat.com/2021/03/how-many-samples-does-it-take-to-get-it.html


Patterned Doubleweave
“Two plain weave layers exchanged top and bottom -- 

areas with unclear edges was especially intriguing.”

                                                                                      -Eva Stossel

Eva Stossel

Eva Stossel

This is pretty sophisticated stuff and may be out of reach for most of us.  It’s fun to 
look at all the same. 

Not for the faint of heart, you’ll need more than 4 shafts for these ones. Check out 
Eva Stossel’s blog for more information. 
https://evasweaving.wordpress.com/2010/02/14/patterned-double-weave-two-projects

https://evasweaving.wordpress.com/2010/02/14/patterned-double-weave-two-projects


Stitched Double Cloth

Paul O’Connor

These are really crazy! Here is some amazing 3-dimensional weaving by Paul 
O’Connor, the “father of doubleweave”.   His patterns appear on Handweaving.net 
and an archive of his notes on Doubleweave is online at University of Arizona ...
E.g. https://www2.cs.arizona.edu/patterns/weaving/webdocs/opr_rgdw.pdf  (found via Robyn 
Spady blog post).

https://www2.cs.arizona.edu/patterns/weaving/webdocs/opr_rgdw.pdf


Project Guidelines

Choose a Doubleweave form that excites you
Play around with it and explore its possibilities
Weave a sample (or two or three!)
Create a sample card for our new sample library (optional)
Report on your discoveries in March

Choose your own adventure.  



Resources and Assistance

Resource List
Study Group 
Informal Online Chats

Eva Stossel

Donna Connery has a list of resources to get you started and nudge you in the right 
direction.  The Guild library has resources:  Jennifer Moore’s book “Doubleweave”, her DVD 
“Doubleweave Pickup”,  Madelyn van der Hoogt articles in Weaver’s Magazine, Handwoven 
issues, etc.  The list is a work in progress and it includes both items in the library and on the 
internet.  Donna would love for members to add to the list.  She will be sending the list out 
on the Google Groups email list soon and eventually Joyce will put it on the Guild website.  

Sue Szczotka filled us in on plans to form a Doubleweave study group, mainly for beginners 
who need coaching.  The group will be lead by Nancy S. and Joyce and will provide 
assistance, answer questions, etc.  Sue will send out an inquiry to members to find out how 
many people are interested and determine their needs.  This is intended to support weavers 
who are not very familiar with Doubleweave and need help getting started.  

Deflected Doubleweave would be beyond the scope of the study group but additional 
informal groups could meet to discuss advanced topics.  The Guild’s forum on Ravelry is a 
good place to exchange information. 



Doubleweave Adventures

What will you do with Doubleweave?

“It’s harder to explain or to understand than to actually do it, so I hope you give it a 
try!” - Eva Stossel

Karen Smith recommended that we limit our use of wool because wool warps can be 
sticky and tricky with Doubleweave.  Someone else suggested that if you mix wool 
with another fiber in your warp, the weaving might be easier.  


